
MOUNTAIN DEW CASE STUDY

Mountain dew the magnificent cash cow PepsiCo was invented in and was taken over by Pepsi Co in It is a yellow-green
drink.

They partnered with influential celebrities as this personality or Idol has the influential to the youth culture.
Nowadays, the sport events meet the marketing objectives and communication strategy defined for the brand.
In order to avoid channel conflicts exclusivity funds are given to the customer. This could also be outsourced
to organizations such as Yahoo who have the expertise to carry out the task and at the same time stand
competition form Google, Facebook and Twitter. Advertizing Campaign For many years, the advertisement by
Pepsi and Mountain Dew are targeting the young people between years old and the drink is associated with
extreme sports and music. On the advertising campaign, the target market for Mountain Dew is on 18 years
old and above who are linked to adventurous, fun and energising activities. The solution to problem 3 is to
create separate ads that appeal to both new users male teensâ€”year-old epicenters and current users year-olds.
Statement of Selected Strategy Mountain Dew is the fourth largest carbonated soft drink in the market, whilst
target market for Mountain Dew is on the young people between years old epicenter. Popular two sport games
in U. Social Media. Related Papers. Through its creative ad campaigns, Pepsi co and BBDO succeeded in
taking Mountain Dew to the number 3 position in its category with a market share of 7. Lose money or
commercial time slot by pushing production back 1,4,5. With problem 2 one constraint may be if they do
focus on the more non-carbonated assets of Mountain Dew such as the low carbonation and citrus sugary taste,
they may lose existing customers. This move may cause internal relationship issues, but needs to be
understood that it is in the best interest of the company. Insinuates that they put executives in positions when
they were not confident in their abilities bad image for company 3,4,5. Even Coke has announced a slim down
version of Sprite and Fanta. The advertising budget may increase if multiple ads need to be created to attract
their ideal target market. Total revenue by year was USD  Also, the company needs to understand that new
users and current users may have different interests because of differences in age. As a result, the company
will develop the best marketing mix possible which includes the product, promotion, pricing and distribution
in order to retain and increase the market share of Mountain Dew which has been mentioned in market
perceptions towards Mountain Dew and examples of marketing mix implemented in the page Initiatives to be
executed by Mountain Dew: a Special offers , free merchandise and coupons to retailers and distributors; b
Promote a new use of the product and enhance its Price war with competitors c Public Relations and Brand
Image We believe that the above strategies would attract the new market share particularly in North America
and in the urban area within USA. Probably they have to rethink about their promotional and advertising
campaign to capture the other market segments as well as maintaining their loyal existing customers. TV â€¦
etc so on. Also, I stress over assignments. Prevent a bad decision from being made that could potentially
jeopardize the entire company in the long run 1,3,4,5. This campaign also serves as a loyalty programme, due
to this loyalty programme there is a very high possibility of increase in sales. Drive universal appeal white,
African American and other ethnic 4. Another competitor Dr.


